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Winners

Honoring the best of the best in residential systems design.

Welcome to the Crestron Global Home Technology Awards 2019
These awards celebrate the
engineering brilliance, innovative
minds, and hard work of our
integrators, consultants, and
programmers in projects featuring
Crestron solutions worldwide.
At Crestron, we strive to simplify and
enhance the lives of millions of people
every day. Our company’s success relies
on the professionalism and expertise
of our partners, and we’re proud to
highlight this work every year.
From a “virtual fish tank,” to
integration of a custom hearing loop
audio system for a hearing-impaired
client, to the transformation of
three commercial condos in disrepair
into one massive state-of-the-art
showroom, this year’s winning entries
demonstrate inspiring versatility,

complexity, and creativity. These
underscore the sheer breadth and
depth of our partners’ Crestron
expertise.
Every year the quality, size, and scope
of the projects surpasses those of the
previous year. This makes the task of
choosing the winners a great pleasure
– and ever more challenging. I extend
my sincere gratitude to everyone who
entered. If you didn’t make it to the
winner’s circle this year, please do
enter for the awards next year.
Congratulations and kudos to our
winners!

– John Clancy
VP, Residential
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Best Design Meets Technology

Avaton | United States

Digital Backsplash Brings Ingenuity to Ontario Home

2

The challenge

The solution

An Ontario homeowner wanted
a no-maintenance “fish tank” in
their kitchen that wouldn’t take up
functional space.

Design and install a digital backsplash
video wall with multiple displays and
inputs that functions as a virtual fish
tank when not in use.

Best Design Meets Technology | 3

TECHNOLOGY

RESULTS

With the homeowner’s busy schedule, it was impossible to maintain a fish tank.
With hopes of finding an innovative solution, the homeowner reached out to
Rob Jajo, Project Manager at Avaton, and his team. Rob proposed the idea of
incorporating a video wall that could be used to watch TV and double as a virtual
fish tank when not in use. “With a larger Crestron system already installed in the
home, we knew utilizing DigitalMedia™ technology to power the video wall was our
best option,” said Rob.

The innovative video walls deliver “wow” factor that immediately draws in guests, while
not occupying functional space. Additionally, it’s easy-to-use and multi-functional, with
the ability to show feeds from surveillance cameras around the property, the news, and
even cartoons – something for everyone in the home.

To minimize the amount of space being used, Rob and his team installed the video
wall into the backsplash. A Crestron video matrix was paired with a Crestron audio
matrix. This allows the homeowner to display different sources on each screen,
and play audio from the screen of choice. A Crestron touch screen stationed on the
kitchen counter provides complete control.
When turned off, the screens function as a virtual fish tank, showing video of fish
swimming across the video wall, creating a striking centerpiece in the kitchen.
Alternative scenes include a fireplace and a beach sunset, providing flexibility to set
different moods when entertaining.
The kitchen project was such a hit with the homeowner that two more video
walls were installed in the home office, providing the homeowner with the same
functionality as in the kitchen, but on a larger scale
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Most Unique Application

Smart Home Solutions | Australia

Hearing is believing
The challenge
This 3-bedroom luxury apartment
contained a number of different
automation systems, which made
whole home control far more
complicated than it needed to be.
Additionally, because the client required
a hearing aid, he envisioned a home
environment where all audio sources
would broadcast through a hearing
loop system and seamlessly change as
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he walked from room to room, without
any interference from other zones.

The solution
The Smart Home Solutions team chose
Crestron for its versatility and unique
ability to combine other systems into
a custom platform with a simple to
operate interface.

Most Unique Application | 7

RESULTS
Smart Home Solutions were able to provide
a truly unique solution to a usual challenge.
The custom hearing loop and audio system
functioned exactly as designed and was user
friendly. Their specialist technicians seamlessly
integrated multiple automation systems on
the Crestron platform. According to the client,
“Their work exceeded all expectations.”

TECHNOLOGY
The Crestron system provides control of virtually everything in the
home: lighting, motorized blinds, motorized awnings, heated floors,
air conditioning, toilets, audio, AV distribution and control, and hot
water.
To address the client’s unique request for the audio, SHS utilized the
Crestron C2N-AMP-6X100 multi-room audio system and AMP-2100
dual-channel amplifiers to power 7 speaker zones. All TVs had the
audio stripped at the TV and backfed as a source to the amps. The
house music amp was then linked to the Crestron Avia™ DSP-860
to provide a line level signal to each of the 6 hearing loop zones. This
resulted in the hearing loop zone broadcasting whatever source was
playing through the corresponding speaker zone. Each hearing loop
amplifier was balanced to minimize spill and optimize volume.
The hearing loop was switched on whenever an audio source was
activated in the corresponding room. The client also has the ability to
switch the hearing loop off in each zone via a button on the Crestron
HR-150-B handheld remotes.
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Best Integration using
Crestron Partners

Integrated Technologies Australia | Australia

Bringing it all together with ease

The challenge
The client wanted it all for his “forever home”: comfort, convenience, security, energy
monitoring and harvesting, and control of everything inside and outside the residence,
including via voice commands through Amazon® Alexa® devices.

The solution
The ITA team chose the Crestron platform to serve as the “glue” to bring every system
together and provide a simple user interface. Another key factor was the flexibility the
Crestron platform provides to control every possible function, and its ability to expand
along with the client’s changing needs
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TECHNOLOGY
ITA designed a Crestron solution that controls every system in the home, including:
15 music zones for streaming audio, a projector, and 8 TVs, including two 360-degree
swiveling 75-inch TVs in the outside pavilion.
Intelligent lighting and environmental control to help minimize overall running costs.
A zoned and monitored alarm system with 16 cameras and 8 fingerprint scanners to
keep the home safe and secure.
A flexible data sharing network and comprehensive managed Wi-Fi® coverage for
wireless control from anywhere inside or outside the home. The network also enables
delivery of music and movies from around the world and streaming from security
cameras to mobile devices.
An integrated boiler system that provides heating for in-slab hydronics in the winter,
heating for the pool and spa in the summer, and hot water for showers all year.
A golf simulator solution that allows the client to turn on 9 separate devices with a
single touch of a button.
Ground level open louvre windows that automatically close when the irrigation system
starts, preventing water from spraying into the sub-ground level gym.

RESULTS
“ITA understood what we were trying to
achieve, and not once did we have to change our
expectations. They were able to achieve every
goal and then some,” said the homeowner.

The custom user interface provides an easy-to-use room view as well as global
scenarios for all house functions. To not detract from the décor, ITA minimized wall
control and device clutter, while still making everything easy to manage.
12
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Best Showroom/Demo Space

Showing off made easy

14

Quality Audio Video | United States

The challenge

The solution

Transform three commercial condos in
disrepair into one large state-of-theart home automation showroom that
provides customers with an immersive,
memorable experience.

Gut and rebuild the entire space
from the ground up. Standardize on
Crestron lighting control, plus Crestron
DM NVX™ network AV technology to
ensure the highest quality video is
displayed throughout.

Best Showroom/Demo Space | 15

TECHNOLOGY
For their new showroom, Colorado-based integrator Quality Audio Video (QAV) wanted
a space that would enhance its sales and operations capabilities. They purchased three
commercial condos with an attached warehouse and upper mezzanine and transformed
them into one large open space. It was a huge undertaking, given their poor condition.
QAV completely remodeled the space to create a beautiful showroom, with no detail
overlooked.
With the help of Crestron control and DM NVX technology, QAV was able to build the
showroom of their dreams. DM NVX technology ensures clients are viewing the highest
quality 4K video, fed from multiple sources, as they tour the showroom. DM NVX also
allows QAV to deploy the exact number of video inputs and outputs needed in every
room and easily scale over time, if needed. A variety of Crestron TSW touch screens and
handheld remotes are used to demonstrate intuitive Crestron control.
“Crestron remains our customers’ number one choice because of its capabilities,
reliability, and ease-of-use,” said Tyson Rabani, CEO and Founder of QAV.

RESULTS
With the help of Crestron DM NVX technology, lighting control,
touch screens, and remotes, the new QAV showroom delivers
an immersive experience as soon as clients walk through
the door, enabling them to envision how their homes can be
transformed for better living.
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Best Incorporation of the
Crestron Pyng® OS

Kayder | Australia

When re-starting from scratch is a major time-saver

The challenge
Completely update from OS 1 to OS 2 the
Crestron system in a 1,800 square-meter,
30-room estate, originally deployed with
first generation Crestron Pyng software.

The solution
Re-starting from scratch, the 30-room
home was completely re-configured in a
day-and-a-half with Crestron Pyng OS 2,
including custom lighting scenes, AV in 20+
zones, security setup, and control of shading,
temperature, and third-party devices.
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TECHNOLOGY
Once Crestron Pyng OS 2 was released,
the client and the team at Kayder
decided to upgrade the system to take
advantage of the new OS’s support for
video and other new features. Crestron
Pyng OS 2 made it possible to seamlessly
integrate control of Sonos devices, TVs,
and AV receivers, and in record time.
“The client isn't too techy and so wasn't
entirely sure of what kind of automation
he wanted in the home, initially,” said
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RESULTS
David Edgar of Kayder. “We took
him through the concepts and let his
imagination run wild.”
“We wrote down everything that we
wanted and I think we've got it,” said the
owner. “I'm the old guy who likes to turn
a power switch on and off you know, but
this Crestron system has been a breath of
fresh air. It's amazing; you press a button
and the blinds open and close. Simple
little things that you dream of having.”

The homeowner was so pleased with the
system upgrade that he’s called in the Kayder
team on numerous occasions to further add
to the system. His elderly mother, who has
her own wing of the house, has also found the
Crestron system easy to use.
“We use Crestron Pyng OS 2 because it
integrates with pretty much everything
else on the market; it's easy to use, looks
flash, and everyone seems to enjoy using it,”
said Edgar.

Best Incorporation of the Crestron Pyng OS | 21
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Best GUI

Ultamation LTD. | UK

Building on a winning theme
to deliver custom control

22

The challenge

The solution

Provide a GUI that makes control
processes simple and consistent for
the end user across multiple different
control devices.

Deploy a customized version of the
Lamina GUI theme developed by
Ultamation.

Best GUI | 23

TECHNOLOGY
Ultamation’s interface philosophy has always been to keep the common functions easily
accessible, using a minimum number of touches while logically grouping sophisticated
functionality at lower levels. Homeowners benefit from the simplicity of a single press to
bring a room to life, leaving them free to focus on their own priorities, while still affording
the capabilities to set the perfect mood in a space and access their integrated systems;
be it security or heating, all within the familiar framework of the menu.
Created in Crestron Smart Graphics® software, the Lamina GUI theme from
Ultamation has evolved to match trends in design, technological advances, and client
expectations to achieve its best-in-class status. The user interface is highly dynamic
and flexible, and can be deployed across different devices, including Crestron TSW and
TSR touch screens, while maintaining consistency. Source selection can change from
room to room within the same project and can also be tailored by the current users’
preferences. This ensures that children, a babysitter, or guests, can only see the parts
of the system that the homeowner wants them to see.

RESULTS
Commended by the judges for its ability to make technical processes simple for the end
user, Lamina is installed in all of Ultamation’s residential projects. The GUI is also used
globally by other integrators and programmers. Ultamation has grown the Lamina GUI
by building on the successes of each individual project. Every successful feature then
becomes a candidate for future standardization into the user interface framework.

The baseline user interface accommodates a home screen, rich in information such
as weather, time, and news. It also offers instant adjustment of lighting and heating.
From there the homeowner can select any video or audio source, or the interface will
switch if they select a source from one of the handheld remotes. The touch screen’s
menus provide quick access to lighting in any room.
Other features include CCTV, intruder alarm, touch screen, and room audio setting
adjustment, alarm clocks, sleep, and room-linking for AV. The interface is then
customized for each project to provide the floor plans that provide rapid access to the
entire home, adjusting sources, heating and lighting with only a few presses.
This project is a Llama Group and Janey Butler Interiors full turnkey development.
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Best User Experience

V-TECH | India

Building confidence, 37 floors at a time

26

The challenge

The solution

A billionaire client, troubled by his
previous home automation project,
initially opted not to install control
and automation in his upcoming
37-floor, 100,000-square-foot home in
Downtown Mumbai. However, later on,
the family of three wanted to integrate
audio throughout the home.

Replace the existing amplifiers with
a Crestron Sonnex multi-room audio
system for the private floors,. When
the client decided to also incorporate
the party and office floors, another
Sonnex system was added, making
it a 90+ room distributed audio
amplification project.
Best User Experience | 27

TECHNOLOGY
On one hand, the client had no budget limitation. On the other hand, he was not techsavvy and had a past bad experience with automation. To gain the client’s confidence
in automation, it was essential that the V-TECH team design the right solution from
the start. The Sonnex system accomplished that, delivering a stable audio system
easily controlled by the Crestron app.
The client soon wanted to integrate control of more systems throughout the home,
including lights, curtains, and HVAC. However, retrofitting cabling was not possible in
the fully furnished home. So the V-TECH team successfully retrofitted the additional
systems using wireless dimmers (CLWI Series) and BACnet controls across the
expansive 37-floors, all within the span of just 6 months.

RESULTS
The homeowner now proudly boasts of his Crestron automation system, “My world
at my fingertips.” He especially appreciated that V-TECH was able to deliver the
solution within his required timeline, and without having to retrofit cabling.

28
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Best Shading Application

Liaison Home Automation | United States

Luxurious Shading Solution Protects Sunny Colorado Home
The challenge
Provide privacy, protect interior finishes from harmful UV rays,
and reduce energy consumption in a 12-000-square-foot Colorado
estate with enormous floor to ceiling windows, many with
southern exposure and beyond the reach of the homeowners.

The solution
Design and install a custom Crestron motorized shading solution
that can be easily managed both centrally and remotely.

30
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RESULTS
“This shading application was one of
the most difficult we’ve encountered.
But, with the help of Crestron, we were
able to exceed our client’s expectations
by creating an intuitive and luxurious
shading solution,” says Matt.

TECHNOLOGY
With impressive floor to ceiling windows throughout the home, a motorized shading
solution that could be customized to fit, and be easily controlled from anywhere, was
essential. Liaison Home Automation identified Crestron shades, combined with a
custom UI running on Crestron touch screens and iOS® devices, as the best solution for
the job.
Matt Saxhaug, Director of Integration at Liaison Home Automation, and his team
installed 40 individual Crestron motorized roller shades across the home, controlled
via a CP3 processor and custom GUI to run on mobile devices and TSW touch screens
around the home.

The intelligent shading solution also
helps regulate the home’s temperature.
The shades automatically open in the
winter months to let in natural light
and heat from the sun, and reverse the
cycle in the summer, helping reduce
energy costs significantly.
“Crestron solved all of our shading
problems,” says the homeowner. “We’re
truly blown away by the impressive
beauty, silence, and reliability of the
shade technology in our home.”

Inside the home’s great room, alone, Matt Saxhaug, Director of Integration at Liaison
Home Automation, and his team installed 14 custom motorized shades. The windows
in the horseshoe shaped stairwell presented a unique challenge that required the
team to install a pair of perpendicular shades to cover large gaps and prevent sunlight
from entering. Using the inventive Crestron bracketing system, they created a retrofit
solution that was straightforward to install and provided maximum coverage.
Because the homeowners travel extensively they were eager to implement security
features such as programming the shading and lighting system to mimic their normal
occupancy use. The “Vacation” scene is directly based on recorded behavior, giving the
outside impression that the house is occupied. They can easily activate or deactivate
Vacation mode from Crestron touch screens or their iOS devices.

32
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Best Lighting Solution

34

Dominion Design & Integration | United States

The challenge

The solution

The owner of this vacation home
wanted to spend as little as possible,
while maximizing the end result. It was
a very tall order, given the massive
scale of the project and number of
lighting loads, subsystems, and devices.
Additionally, the client insisted that no
universal remote controls be used.

San Antonio, TX based integrator
Dominion Design & Integration realized
Crestron Pyng was the only solution up
to the task. Otherwise, the magnitude
of the project would have required
tens of thousands of dollars in custom
programming, which would have been
a non-starter for the client.

Bringing simplicity to a 19,000-square-foot lake home

Best Lighting Solution | 35

TECHNOLOGY
Because the project was a vacation home, ease of use was imperative.
The client wanted guests, i.e., strangers to the system, to be able to
use it without any instruction – no easy feat, when the project requires
the integration of 176 loads of centralized lighting, 8 localized wireless
lighting devices, 72 keypads, 32 designer shades, 9 thermostats, 3 remote
temperature sensors, 3 TSW touch screens, 16 zones of distributed audio,
3 overhead doors, and the security system.
“We selected Crestron Pyng to help minimize cost and deliver the simplest,
yet most intuitive home automation solution possible,” says Timothy
Wallace, Branch Deployment Specialist at Dominion Design & Integration.
Although setup and deployment in Crestron Pyng is simple and repeatable,
macros and scenes were created to provide a uniquely tailored user
experience. The homeowner and guests are able to set all subsystems to
the ideal level for any activity, or shut down the house at the end of the
weekend, with one button press.
“We implemented the KISS principal for the UI,” says Wallace. “Each feature
of the home can be controlled with an intuitively named, single button
press.” Additionally, each household member’s most frequented UI page is
set as the default, so it’s always right in front of them.
“Typically we build and test all projects 100% off-site. However, given the
atypical contract stipulations, this project had to be built on-site. It would
have been a nightmare with conventional installation and programming. The
customer would've needed to charge us rent for living there!” says Wallace.

RESULTS
The finished product exceeded the expectations of the homeowner,
while staying within their budget.
“Now I have a ‘Party’ button that showcases my fixtures, starts the classic
rock, raises the shades, and brings all the guest air conditioners to temp
for the weekend,” says the homeowner. “When Sunday evening rolls around,
the ‘Goodbye’ button shuts everything down so we're not running all
over the house.”
“Every system we've deployed has required a thorough tutorial to maximize
the customer's experience. For the size and scope of this project, however,
there was very little education required. Simply put, it’s because Crestron
Pyng is SIMPLE,” said Wallace.
36
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Ultimate MDU

SmartComm LTD | UK

Custom control makes converted London
landmark a “centre” of attention
The challenge
Create a feature-rich, high quality tailored residential control
solution, within budget, in a converted historic London office
building with infrastructure from the 1960s.

The solution
Install a custom designed Crestron control solution in each
of the luxury apartments, as well as public spaces, which
seamlessly integrates with the various building systems.

38
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TECHNOLOGY
Centre Point is 34-storeys tall and,
when built in the 1960s was one of
London’s first skyscrapers. Originally
designed to provide supremely
well-appointed office space, Centre
Point has been transformed into a
stunning, super-prime residential
development.
Almacantar, the developer, selected
SmartComm for the AV, lighting,
and IT installation in the fabulous
duplex penthouse, as well as in the 1,
2 and 3-bedroom luxury apartments,
reception, shared spaces, and
external public square. SmartComm
installed Crestron control systems in
every apartment. More than 1,200
Crestron 5" portrait touch screens
are installed throughout, featuring
40

a GUI custom designed for Centre
Point residences. Each touch screen is
color matched to its surroundings to
blend with the interior design. Lighting
and temperature control were also
important. SmartComm chose Crestron
for its ease of use, intuitive interfaces,
and native integration with the BACnet
IP/BMS systems. This compatibility
facilitated seamless integration with
various systems including heating,
curtains/ blinds, and lighting.
Additionally, a specially designed
Crestron app allows homeowners to
conveniently control all audio and video
sources, curtains, lighting, heating, door
cameras, access control (and even the
extractor fan in the kitchen) from their
mobile devices.

RESULTS
An iconic address demands an iconic
solution, and with SmartComm at
the helm, the new MDU installation at
one of London’s most famous tower
blocks supremely delivers. The judges
were struck by how well SmartComm
had answered the brief in delivering
the full convenience of smart home
functionality, with solutions that are
easy to use; yet create a sophisticated,
customized look.
The Ultimate Crestron Multi Dwelling Unit | 41
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Ultimate Crestron Home

Clic2Control | UK

Control on a massive scale

42

The challenge

The solution

Deliver exceptional control of lighting,
climate, audio, video, security, and
more in a new estate built for luxurious
indulgence and sumptuous entertaining.

Deploy Crestron technology in every
corner of the property with customized,
simple control via Crestron touch
screens, keypads, and remote controls.

Ultimate Crestron Home | 43

TECHNOLOGY
Built on a foundation of Crestron DigitalMedia,
AV3 and DIN processors, Clic2Control created the
ultimate Crestron home. Incorporating 460 zones of
Crestron lighting, 181 Crestron keypads, 32 zones of
audio powered by Crestron Sonnex, 4 outdoor audio
zones featuring discreet Crestron AIR® speakers, 16
separately controlled video zones, security systems,
bowling alley, spa, outdoor pool, and a 200" screen
home cinema, among other areas – it’s a winning
feat of true integration expertise and attention to
detail.
As the client is a great host, and regularly throws
gatherings for up to 500 guests on occasions,
“Party Mode” allows all available music sources to
be played at the desired 32 separately controlled
audio zones with one-page individual volume control
on the Crestron touch screens. The versatile Sonnex
multi-room audio system also accommodates
inputs from the DJ point (on the balcony of the
games room) to be played throughout the entire
property including tennis court, indoor/outdoor pool,
pergola and the garden, making this property a
great party place.

RESULTS
The sheer scale of the Crestron integration within
this beautiful and vast Georgian-style country
home, made it a standout winner for our esteemed
judges. Flanked by exceptionally manicured lawns,
this large family home is equipped with a state-ofthe-art Crestron control system to impress.
44
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Ultimate Crestron Super-Yacht

VBH | The Netherlands

Elevating the guest experience on the high seas

The challenge
Super-yacht MY Lonian required an intelligent solution to manage
and control a range of technology, and enhance the overall
experience for guests.

The solution
Van Berge Henegouwen (VBH) integrated a comprehensive solution,
underpinned by DM NVX network AV technology, to control a range
of functions on the superyacht including, lighting, AV, IT, satellite
communications and video surveillance.
46
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TECHNOLOGY
Crestron DM NVX technology provides a
stunning 4K viewing and listening experience,
along with seamless switching between
sources. The intuitive system is programmed
to allow guests to easily access the same
bookmarks, playlists, and interface wherever
they’re on board the luxury vessel.
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RESULTS
As DM NVX technology is used in most
every aspect of AV distribution and control,
it’s easy to troubleshoot any errors that
may arise. This minimizes any potential
system downtime while at sea.

The system also enables the MY Lonian
crew members to efficiently and
remotely manage incoming steward
requests, assignments, and satellite
management via the eight installed
Crestron TS-1542 touch screens.

Judges were impressed by how VBH
successfully utilized Crestron technology
to deliver a state-of-the-art control
solution that aligns with the luxury
design of the vessel.

Ultimate Crestron Super-Yacht | 49
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